A construction of a three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisii algebra from a monadic tlu'ee-valued Lulmsiewicz-Moisil algebra

Definitions and properties
We assume the reader to be familiar with the definitions and the properties of a distributive lattice and of a Boolean algebra.
Definition. A three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (3-L.M.A.) is an algebra (A ; v, ^, -, s2, 1), where A is a non-empty set, v and ^ are binary operations,and s2 are unary operations, 1 ~ A (nullary operation), satisfying the following axioms [2] : (S1) x^(xvy)=x, L. Monteiro [6] has proved that axiom (L0) is dependent on the others and that the axioms (S1), ($2), (N1), (N2), (L1), (L2) and (L3) are independent.
From ($1) and ($2) (cf. [11] ) we have that A is a distributive lattice, with last dement 1 (from (L0). If we put 0 = -1, then 0 is the first element. From (N1) and (N2) we have that the operation -is an involutive duality (see (L4)-(L15) below).
Let us denote by sl the operation defined on A, for every x, by six = -s2(-x).
(1)
Definition. A raonadic three-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (monadic 3-L.M.a.) is a pair (A, 3) , where A is a 3-L.M.a. and 3 : A ~ A is a mapping, called an existential quantifier, such that, for every x, y ~ A, the following axioms hold [7] : 
We now give some properties [12] verified in a 3-L.M.a.:
is a Boolean algebra, with the induced operations v, A,--, 0 and 1, and in a Boolean algebra we have x ~< y ¢~ -xvy = 1 ¢:>xA--y =0.
In a monadic 3-L.M.a. there are more properties [7] , e.g., 
Let us define on A a binary operation --* by
x--*y=(x O>y)A(--y O>--X).
We put, by definition,
x n y = -(-x u-y).
Lemmn 1. For every x, y ~ A we have
x tO y = (x v y) A (Vs~x v y vVs~(-y)),
x n y = 3s2x A y A (x v=ls2(-y)),
Plaint. By distributivity, (E14) and absorption, we obtain
If we put x ~ y = D, then from (5) and (4') we obtain On the other hand, by (E15), distributivity and (E14), we have that C = -D v y = (x A--y A (VSlX VVSl(--y)))V y = (XA--y AVSlX )V(xA-y AVSl(--y))Vy
Hence, xUy =BvC
using distributivity. Further on, by (E14), (E3) and (E9), we have that
Therefrom we obtain, using distributivity, then (E3) and (E9),
hence (7) . Therefrom, using distributivity and (E14), we have
hence (8). We obtain (9) from (6), using successively (L12), (N2), (N1) and (E15), and (10) is obtained from (9), using distributivity and (E14). []
We define a binary relation ------on A by
The right-hand side is equivalent to
L3s2x v-s2y = 1 Proot. Using (7), (E15) and (9), we obtain
Using (9), (El5) and (7), we obtain, similarly, -(x N y)=-x U-y. using distributivity =3((xAy)vy)A=I((xAy)vs2x)A=t((XAy)VS2(--y)) by (Ell)
Using successively (E3), the relation obtained, then (L5) and (L6), then (E3) and idempotency, we have Proof. Let x, x', y, y' ~ A, with x ~x' and y = y'. Then, using (12) and Lemmas 3 and 6, we obtain 3s2(x U y) = 3s2x v=ls2y = 3s2x' v3s2y' = 3s2(x' U y') and VSI(X U y) = VSlX vVsly = VS1X' VVsly' = VSI(X' U y'), which is the substitution property for U, and similarly, using (12) and Lemmas 5 and 4, we obtain 7~lS2(X I~ y) = ~]$2 X A~ls2y = ~]$2 Xt A :::ls2y' = 3S2(X' n y') and VSI(X n y) = Vslx AVsly = VSlX' AVsXy' = VSl(X' Cl y'), which is the substitution property for n.
By (12) and (El5), we obtain Plrll~|.
The system (L = A/,; U, n) is a distributive lattice.
It is sufficient [11] to verify the properties ~ n(~ U~)=:~, ~n@u~)=(~n~)u@n~).
By definition of n, LJ on L and by (12) and using Lemmas 5 and 3, and Lemmas 4 and 6, respectively with (S1), we obtain and 3s2(x n (x U y)) = 3s2x A (3s2x v3s2y) = 3s2x
VSl(X (7 (X U y)) = VSlX A (~¢Sl~ VVsly ) = VSl.~, hence (S'1).
Similarly, using Lemmas 5 and 3, and Lemmas 4 and 6, respectively with ($2), Similarly, using Lemma 6, then (El5), (E3), then (E3), (U13), (L9), then (E3), (L7) and finally (L13), (U0), we obtain VSl(--X U3S2x ) : VSI(--X ) V~SI(3S2X ) = --3S2X V~SlS2X = -s23x v3s2x = 1 = Vsll, hence (L'I).
To prove (L'2), first of all, using Lemma 5, then (E3), then (E6), (L9), then Lemma 5, we obtain
Secondly, using Lemma 4, then (E15), (E3), then (U13), (L9) and finally (E3), (L8), we obtain
~Sl(--x ~'~ ~S2X ) : ~SI(--X ) A VSl(:7~S2X) = --~71S2 x ^~SlS2X
= --~lS2X ^=:IS2X = 0, and using Lemma 4, then (El5), then (U3), (E3), then (El4), (L15), we obtain VSl(X N --X) = VSlX ^VSI(--X ) : VSIX A --~lS2X = S1VX ^ --S2~lX : 0, "
hence VSl(-X N3s2x) = VSl(X fq-x), hence (L'2).
To prove (L'3), we remark that, using (9), (E3), (E6), (L9), (S1) and Lemma 5, we have then (B(A),3) is a monadic Boolean algebra (see (L15)). The construction from [1, 5] gives a 3-L.M.a. L'=B(A)/I. We can prove that L' is a subalgebra of the 3-L.M.a. L =A/I.
(4) Given a 3-L.M.a. L, there exists a monadic 3-L.M.a. A, such that a subalgebra of ~'(A), the 3-L.M.a. obtained from A by the above ~' construction, is isomorphic with L. The proof of this result is based on [13] and it will be published elsewhere.
Constructions ot a monadic three-valued Lnk~iewicz-MoisH algebra h'om a monadic n-valued Lukasiewicz-MoisH algebra
Construction 1
We assume the reader to be familiar with the definition of an n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra (n-L.M.a.), n t> 2 [12] . We denote by Ai = A'/m = {~2(Ri) ] x ~ A'}, i = 1 .... , k, with k = (n -1)/2 or k = n/2, and we define on A~ the following operations [3, 4] (we remark that for n even and i = n/2, rix = r._~x = r./2x, hence s~ = s2), i(R,) ={x EA'IxR~I}.
Dellnition. A monadic n-valued
In the monadic n-L.M.a. (A', =1) we take the above relations and, in the corresponding sets A, we take the above operations and one more: Proof. (a') is proved in [3, 4] and (b') is immediate. [] Corollary 1. If n is even, A,~2 is a Boolean algebra (see the above Remark (4)). Let us consider now, for n odd, the cartesian product P= At × A2x"" × A(,,-l)/z of the above monadic 3-L.M.algebras, with the induced operations Vp, Ap,--p,S~, 1 e,~'. It is easy to prove that, for n>3, (P; re, Ap, --e, Sz P, 1 e) is a 3-L.M.a. [3, 4] , and (P, 3 r') is a monadic 3-L.M.a.
